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Energy dissipation of rigid dipoles in a viscous fluid under the action of a time-periodic field: The
influence of thermal bath and dipole interaction
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Ferrofluid heating by an external alternating field is studied based on the rigid dipole model, where the
magnetization of each particle in a fluid is supposed to be firmly fixed in the crystal lattice. Equations of motion,
employing Newton’s second law for rotational motion, the condition of rigid body rotation, and the assumption
that the friction torque is proportional to angular velocity are used. This oversimplification permits us to expand
the model easily: to take into account the thermal noise and interparticle interaction that allows us to estimate
from unified positions the role of thermal activation and dipole interaction in the heating process. Our studies
are conducted in three stages. The exact expressions for the average power loss of a single particle are obtained
within the dynamical approximation. Then, in the stochastic case, the power loss of a single particle is estimated
analytically using the Fokker-Planck equation and numerically using the effective Langevin equation. Finally,
the power loss for the particle ensemble is obtained using the molecular dynamics method. Here, the local dipole
fields are calculated approximately based on the Barnes-Hut algorithm. The revealed trends in the behavior of
both a single particle and the particle ensemble suggest the way of choosing the conditions for obtaining the
maximum heating efficiency. The competitiveness character of the interparticle interaction and thermal noise is
investigated in detail. Two situations, when the thermal noise rectifies the power loss reduction caused by the
interaction, are described. The first of them is related to the complete destruction of dense clusters at high noise
intensity. The second one originates from the rare switching of the particles in clusters due to thermal activation,
when the noise intensity is relatively weak. In this way, the constructive role of noise appears in the system.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The ferrofluid [1,2] response to external fields is a key
factor for its applications. First, in this regard, attention should
be given to high-performance microwave absorbers designed
in a complex manner, which are under intense investigation
now [3–7]. Second, the magnetic fluid hyperthermia method
for cancer treatment [8–10] deserves special attention. In
both examples mentioned above, the energy of a periodic
external field is transformed into the thermal one due to viscous
rotation of the ferrofluid particles and damped precession of
the magnetization within the particles’ crystal lattice. The
heating process is often described within the quasiequilibrium
assumption and theory of linear response to an alternating field
[11]. Despite the simplicity and obviousness of this concept,
its application domain is narrow. As evidenced from various
experiments [10], including the recent ones described in
Refs. [12–19], strong deviations from the analytical predictions
occur. In a wide sense, these differences originate from the
features of individual dynamics that are a consequence of
coupled mechanical and magnetic motions of each particle and
structure of a ferrofluid, which are in turn a consequence of
interparticle interaction.

The analytical description of the driven coupled motion
of a magnetic particle in a fluid with its magnetic moment
is an interesting and complicated problem. Since the base
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model equations were introduced by Cebers [20], the consistent
investigation of the particle response to periodic fields has
been absent (see introduction in Ref. [21] for details). Because
of computational difficulties, the simplified approaches are
widely used to these purposes. The first approach is the fixed
particle model [22,23], within which the whole particle is
supposed to be locked into the solid matrix. The second one
is the rigid dipole (RD) model, within which the particle mag-
netization is supposed to be locked into the crystal lattice.
The last approach is very fruitful, corresponding well to the
real anisotropic particle of a radius more than 20 nm and not
very high frequencies (103–106 Hz) of external fields [10].
It is interesting to note that in recent studies of the coupled
dynamics [24], many of the results were obtained for the RD
limit.

Due to small sizes (several tens of nanometers) of the parti-
cles, which are contained in a ferrofluid, the thermal bath is the
first factor defining the response to external fields. Hence, the
description of the individual particle motion should be stochas-
tic. To this end, the Langevin and Fokker-Planck formalisms
are developed. Since the basic concept was discussed in [2,25],
numerous investigations devoted to the RD response to exter-
nal fields have been conducted. Although this response was
also treated in terms of the complex magnetic susceptibility
[26–31], it can strongly differ from the prediction of the above
mentioned quasiequilibrium linear model presented in [11].
Attention was also paid to the important problem of energy
dissipation, which is characterized by the average power loss.
Despite the scientific relevance of the results presented, they
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are miscellaneous and do not permit us to estimate from unified
positions the influence of all system parameters on the heating
process.

Due to the long-range character of the interparticle dipole
interaction, the dipole fields are the second factor defining the
ferrofluid response to external fields. Hence, we encounter
the need to solve a many-body problem. To this end, a few
approximate approaches are used, and there is no general
solution for this. The most analytical techniques are based
on different modifications of the mean field concept [32–36];
see more results in survey [37]. Unfortunately, this approach
does not account for the nearest neighbor correlations and the
possible structure formation discussed in [38–40]. Moreover,
the mean field approach is hard to apply when a periodic
external field acts. The growth observed in [32–36] of the
quasistatic susceptibility caused by the interaction does not
imply the increase in the imaginary part of the complex
susceptibility that is confirmed by the measurements of the
specific absorption rate [12–19]. In order to calculate correctly
the distribution of the local dipole fields, numerical simulation
is demanded.

There are two numerical techniques, namely Monte Carlo
(MC) and molecular dynamics (MD) methods [41–43]. De-
spite easy implementation and low consumption of compu-
tational resources, the MC method is useless in the case of
time-dependent excitations. Hence, this technique is applied
for the investigation of the equilibrium and structure properties
[40,44–47]. The MD method is based on the integration of the
coupled Langevin equations for each RD in the ensemble. This
technique has stronger requirements for both the computational
equipment and program code, but it is free of restrictions, which
are intrinsic to the MC method. Therefore, the MD method is
widely used for the description of the properties of ferrofluids.
Thus, the ferrofluid structure and initial susceptibility were
studied in the works [48,49]; work [50] reports the numerical
results of the self-organization and phase transitions in the
aggregated structures; the size distribution impact and dynam-
ical and structural effects were studied in [51,52]; finally, the
magnetic susceptibility spectra and relaxation properties were
treated numerically in [53,54]. At the same time, the influence
of the dipole interaction on the power loss was investigated
using the model based on the Landau-Lifshitz equation, where
only internal damping precession of the magnetic moment
is taken into account [55–58]. This approach is valid under
some circumstances, but it is used primarily because of the
simpler equations of motion. Therefore, the role of the dipole
interaction in the energy dissipation of the RD placed in a
viscous liquid remains unclear.

The aim of the present study is the following. On the
one hand, we need to decompose the impact of the regular
component, thermal excitation, and collective behavior on the
response of a ferrofluid to a periodic field. On the other hand,
we need to trace the synergy of these factors in the ferrofluid
heating in order to get insight about the possibility to control
and choose the optimal parameters. The final goal defines the
methodology of our analysis and the article structure. First, we
exploit the purely dynamical approach and find out the possible
analytical solutions of the equations of forced rotational motion
for a single RD in a viscous fluid. Second, we investigate
the statistical properties of a single RD interacting with both

external periodic field and thermal bath. Finally, we apply
the MD method for the description of the joint motion of
the particle ensemble. Within this framework, the Barnes-Hut
algorithm [59] and CUDA technology [60] for facilitation of
the local dipole field calculation are utilized successfully.

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL

We consider a ferromagnetic particle of radius R, uniform
mass density ρ, and magnetization M placed in a fluid of
viscosity η. This particle rotates in the fluid under a mag-
netic field H = H(t), which in a general case consists of
the external and dipole parts H = Hext + Hdip. Further the
following assumptions are used. First, the exchange interaction
between the atomic magnetic moments is assumed to be
dominant. Therefore, the magnitude |M| = M of the particle
magnetization M can be considered as a constant parameter.
Second, the particle radius is assumed to be small enough (less
than a few tens of nanometers), and the nonuniform distribution
of magnetization is energetically unfavorable. Therefore, the
single-domain state, which is characterized by M = M(t),
takes place. And third, the uniaxial anisotropy magnetic field
is assumed to be strong enough, and the particle magnetization
is directed along this field. Therefore, M is locked rigidly
into the particle body. In fact, the above assumptions are the
ground of the RD model. In the simplest way, the rotational
dynamics of RD is described first in [61]. If the rotation of
the fluid surrounding the particle is neglected, then the particle
dynamics is governed by a pair of coupled equations

Ṁ = ω × M, (2.1a)

Jω̇ = V M × H − 6ηVω. (2.1b)

Here, ω = ω(t) is the angular velocity of the particle, the
overdot denotes the time derivative, J = (2/5)ρV R2 is the mo-
ment of inertia of the particle, V = (4/3)πR3 is the particle
volume (we associate the hydrodynamic volume of the particle
with its own volume), and the cross denotes the vector product.

In our study we neglect the hydrodynamical interaction.
Such approach is widely used, despite that it may be an
oversimplification in some cases as well as in the rigid
dipole approximation. However, the results of [62] suggest
that the fluid motion is not critical for structural properties
of the ferromagnetic particle ensemble. The other reason to use
the simple model lies in our intention to utilize the common
and inexpensive facilities for further simulations.

Then, we assume that the particle is driven by an external
time-periodic magnetic field of the following types:

Hext = Hm[ex cos(�t) + ey� sin(�t)] + ezH0z, (2.2a)

Hext = ezHm cos(�t), (2.2b)

where ex, ey, ez are the unit vectors of the Cartesian coor-
dinates, Hm is the field amplitude, � is the field frequency,
H0z is the static field applied along the z axis, and � is the
factor which determines the polarization type (−1 � � � 1).
The basic concept of the model is sketched in Fig. 1(a) for
a circularly polarized field [Eq. (2.2a)] and in Fig. 1(b) for a
linearly polarized field [� = 1, Eq. (2.2b)].
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FIG. 1. Schematic representation of our model for the single-
particle case. The spherical rigid dipole, its magnetic moment,
spherical and Cartesian coordinate systems, and external fields acting
on the system are depicted. (a) The circularly polarized field (2.2a) is
applied. (b) The linearly polarized field (2.2b) is applied.

A. Equations of motion for Brownian rotation
of a single particle

In the case when the particle size is sufficiently small, the
left-hand side of Eq. (2.1b), i.e., the inertia term Jω, can
be neglected for reasonable frequencies. Using this massless
approximation and assuming that a random torque ξ = ξ(t),
which is generated by the thermal bath, is also applied to the
particle, one can write

ω = 1

6η
M × H + 1

6ηV
ξ. (2.3)

Substituting the last relation into Eq. (2.1a), we obtain the
equation

Ṁ = − 1

6η
M × (M × H) − 1

6ηV
M × ξ, (2.4)

which describes the stochastic rotation of particles in a vis-
cous fluid. Since the particle magnetization M is constant
in time, for further calculations it is reasonable to rewrite
Eq. (2.4) in the spherical coordinates M = exM sin θ cos ϕ +

eyM sin θ sin ϕ + ezM cos θ (see Fig. 1):

θ̇ = 1

τ1
(hx sin θ cos ϕ + hy sin θ sin ϕ + hz cos θ ) cot θ

− 1

τ1

hz

sin θ
+

√
2

τ2
(ζy cos ϕ − ζx sin ϕ), (2.5a)

ϕ̇ = 1

τ1 sin2 θ
(hy cos ϕ − hx sin ϕ)

−
√

2

τ2
[(ζx cos ϕ + ζy sin ϕ) cot θ − ζz]. (2.5b)

Here, ζ = (12ηV kBT )−1/2ξ is the rescaled random torque,
kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the absolute temperature,
τ1 = 6η/M2 and τ2 = 6ηV/(kBT ) are the characteristic times
of the particle rotation induced by the external magnetic
field and thermal torque, respectively, and h = H/M is the
reduced field. The Cartesian components ζν (ν = x,y,z) of
ζ are assumed to be independent Gaussian white noises with
zero means, 〈ζν〉 = 0, and correlation functions 〈ζν(t)ζν(t ′)〉 =
�δ(t − t ′), where 〈·〉 denotes averaging over all realizations
of the Wiener processes Wν(t) producing noises ζν,� is
the dimensionless noise intensity, and δ(t) is the Dirac delta
function.

An important feature of the Langevin equations (2.5) is
that noises ζν are multiplicative ones; i.e., they are multiplied
by functions of the angles θ and ϕ. Therefore, the properties
of the particle motion can depend on the interpretation of
the noises that, in turn, can complicate further processing.
To overcome these difficulties, we consider the problem of
stochastic rotation of the particle from the statistical point
of view. Following [63], the Fokker-Planck equation, which
corresponds to Eqs. (2.5), is written as

∂P

∂t
+

+ 1

τ1

∂

∂θ

[
(hx cos ϕ + hy sin ϕ) cos θ − hz sin θ

+ cot θ

κ

]
P + 1

τ1 sin2 θ

∂

∂ϕ
(hy cos ϕ − hx sin ϕ)P

− 1

τ2

∂2P

∂θ2
− 1

τ2

1

sin2 θ

∂2P

∂ϕ2
= 0, (2.6)

where P = P (θ,ϕ,t) is the time-dependent probability den-
sity function for the rotational states of the particle; κ =
τ2/τ1 = M2V/kBT is the relationship between the magnetic
and thermal energies, which shows the relative contribution
of thermal fluctuations. The latter parameter is the most useful
for the analysis of the role of temperature in the particle
behavior including energy absorption of the external time-
periodic field. By direct substitution, it is easy to show that
the following effective Langevin equations,

θ̇ = 1

τ1
(hx cos ϕ + hy sin ϕ) cos θ − 1

τ1
hz sin θ

+ 1

τ2
cot θ +

√
2

τ2
μ1, (2.7a)
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ϕ̇ = 1

τ1
(hy cos ϕ − hx sin ϕ)

1

sin θ
+

√
2

τ2

1

sin θ
μ2, (2.7b)

where μi = μi(t) (i = 1,2) are the independent Gaussian
white noises with zero means, 〈μi(t)〉 = 0, and delta cor-
relation functions, 〈μi(t)μi(t ′)〉 = δ(t − t ′), are equal in the
statistical sense to the initial equations of motion (2.5). At the
same time, Eqs. (2.7), in contrast to Eqs. (2.5), do not contain
the terms where the regular functions of angular arguments
are multiplied by the noises responsible for fluctuations of
the same argument. In other words, only Eq. (2.7b) formally
contains the multiplicative noise, but here the noise responsible
for the fluctuations of the azimuthal angle ϕ is combined with
the function of the polar angle θ . Since μi are represented
by the Gaussian white noises, which are interpreted in the
Stratonovich sense, the use of Eqs. (2.7) instead of Eqs. (2.5)
in the numerical simulations is more convenient because of
simpler and faster algorithms. It is especially important in view
of the ensemble simulation.

Introducing the dimensionless time t̃ = t/τ1, one can write
the system of the reduced effective Langevin equations (2.7)
as follows:

dθ

dt̃
= (hx cos ϕ + hy sin ϕ) cos θ − hz sin θ

+ 1

κ
cot θ +

√
2

κ
μ̃1, (2.8a)

dϕ

dt̃
= 1

sin θ
(hy cos ϕ − hx sin ϕ) −

√
2

κ

1

sin θ
μ̃2, (2.8b)

where μ̃i = μ̃i(t̃) = √
τ1 μi(t̃ τ1) (i = 1,2) are the dimen-

sionless Gaussian white noises with 〈μ̃i(t̃)〉 = 0 and
〈μ̃i(t̃)μ̃i(t̃ ′)〉 = δ(t̃ − t̃ ′). It is this system of equations which
is the most convenient for both the analytical and numerical
treatment, especially for the large ensemble simulation. We
note that a similar system of effective stochastic equations
has been proposed to describe the rotational dynamics of
ferromagnetic particles in fluids [64] and the magnetization
dynamics in stationary ferromagnetic particles [65].

B. Simulation of the interacting particle ensemble

The interaction is a very important factor that defines the
dynamics and properties of a ferrofluid. The problem should
to be considered at the following two stages. On the one hand,
the resulting dipole fields acting on each particle can influence
considerably the rotational dynamics and, in particular, the
energy absorbed from the external field. On the other hand,
the dipole interaction due to the attractive character induces
the cluster structure of the ensemble, that, in turn, impacts the
dipole field distribution. The exact analytical description of the
particle ensemble driven by time-periodic fields in a viscous
liquid is most likely impossible. Therefore, a numerical simu-
lation is demanded. As stated in the introduction, there are two
approaches to simulate the ferromagnetic particle ensembles,
namely, the MC and MD methods (see [41–43] for details). The
last approach is more suitable for high-performance simulation
in real time, but it requires large processing power. In this
regard, the optimal form of the basic equations, which describe

the dynamics of a single particle, plays the key role. And the
effective equations (2.8) are fit enough for these purposes.

In our approach we expand the model developed above to
the case of an ensemble. Thus, here we consider an ensemble of
equal spherical uniform ferromagnetic uniaxial particles with
the parameters stated above. The rotational motion of the parti-
cles is described by the effective stochastic equations similar to
Eqs. (2.8), which are complemented by the standard equations
of translational motion [48,66] written for the massless case as

dθk

dt̃
= (hkx cos ϕk + hky sin ϕk) cos θk − hkz sin θk

+ 1

κ
cot θk +

√
2

κ
μ̃k1, (2.9a)

dϕk

dt̃
= 1

sin θk

(hky cos ϕk − hkx sin ϕk) −
√

2

κ

1

sin θk

μ̃k2,

(2.9b)

dρk

dt̃
= 16π

9

(
fdip
k + f sr

k

) +
√

8

3κ
μ̃k3, (2.9c)

where ρk is the vector defining the reduced (here, the particle
radius R is the distance unit) coordinates of the given particle,
k is the index number of the given particle in the ensemble,
hk = hdip

k + hext is the resulting dimensionless field acting on
the kth particle, which consists of the external uniform part
(hext = Hext/M) and the resulting reduced dipole field

hdip
k =

N∑
j=1,j �=k

4π

3

3ρkj (ujρkj ) − ujρ
2
kj

ρ 5
kj

, (2.10)

where ρkj is the vector joining two particles measured in R

units, uj = Mj /M is the reduced magnetic moment of the j th
particle, and N is the total number of particles.

There are two forces acting on each particle which should
be taken into account. First, fdip

k is the force acting on the
kth particle and arising from its dipole interaction with all
other particles in the ensemble. Second, f sr

k is the force
arising from an anti-aggregation coating, which is widely
used in real ferrofluids to prevent the particle aggregation.
To represent the explicit form of fdip

k , we applied the stan-
dard definition fdip

k = (uk∇k)hdip
k . The coating provides the

particle repulsion primarily. There are numerous examples
in the literature in which the force produced by this coating
is modeled using the Lennard-Jones potential. This type of
potential is the most suitable because it leads to the equilibrium
states and prevents the infinite spread of the particles even if
the dipole interaction is weak. f sr

k = −∇kWk , where Wk =
4ε

∑N
j=1,j �=k [(σ/ρkj )12 − (σ/ρkj )6]. Here, σ is the parameter

defining the equilibrium distance between two particles, and ε

is the parameter defining the potential barrier depth. Finally,
we rewrite the above forces acting on the particle as

fdip
k =

N∑
j=1,j �=k

[
3
ρkj (uj uk) + uk(ujρkj ) + uj (ukρkj )

ρ 5
kj

− 15
ρkj (ukρkj )(ujρkj )

ρ 7
kj

]
, (2.11a)
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f sr
k = 24ε

N∑
j=1,j �=k

ρkj

ρ 2
kj

[(
σ

ρkj

)12

−
(

σ

ρkj

)6
]
. (2.11b)

The dipole field calculation is the most computational
power consuming part of the numerical algorithm. This is
the main factor determining the optimal balance between the
computational time (Tsim), ensemble size (N ), and equipment
used. The exact direct calculation of the dipole fields induced
by all particles is characterized by the square relationship
between time and size (Tsim ∼ N2). Instead of the cumbersome
exact calculation, two approximations are used. The first
approximation is the so-called fast multipole method [67] that
provides the performance Tsim ∼ N , and the second one is
the Barnes-Hut algorithm [59] that provides the performance
Tsim ∼ N log N . Despite the better facilitation, the fast mul-
tipole method does not calculate the neighbor correlations
with a good accuracy. Therefore, in our calculation we have
utilized the Barnes-Hut approach. Its main idea consists of
the averaging of the fields generated by the particles, which
are far enough from the particle under consideration, and,
in contrary, the fields generated by the nearest particles are
calculated exactly.

Another important feature of our numerical approach is
the use of computing capabilities of video cards. This gives
an excellent possibility of high-performance calculations on
a common PC. The video card graphics processing units
designed for displaying real time video can be adapted for
general-purpose computing. The so-called CUDA technology,
which was unveiled by the Nvidia company [60], provides us
with the convenient tools for this. Nowadays, many scientific
problems can be solved in an inexpensive way and without
special facilities like clusters or supercomputers. The collective
dynamics of the particle ensembles with the long-range dipole
interaction is a suitable problem to demonstrate the abilities
of CUDA. The details of the used simulation technique are
explained in [66].

C. The power loss: Definitions and calculation technique

The dynamics of a particle in a viscous fluid is accompanied
by the dissipation of magnetic energy in an external field.
We introduce the power loss Q, i.e., the magnetic energy
dissipation per unit time, in a standard way using the variation
of the magnetic energy δW , which is associated with the
magnetic moment increment δM in the external field Hext.
Within the assumption that all energy changes are transformed
into the irreversible losses, one can write δQ = HextδM. In the
simplest noiseless single-particle case, the resulting Q value
was obtained by averaging over time,

Q = lim
τ→∞

1

τ

∫ τ

0
Hext ∂M

∂t
dt. (2.12)

In the reduced form Q̃ = Q/(M2τ−1
1 ), which is the quantity

of our main interest, the power loss can be written in the form

Q̃ = lim
τ̃→∞

1

τ̃

∫ τ̃

0
hext ∂u

∂t̃
dt̃ , (2.13)

where u = M/M is the unit vector of the particle magnetiza-
tion. It is reasonable to underline here that in the simplest cases

of periodic forced motion of M , the integration in Eq. (2.13)
can be conducted over the reduced field period (T̃ = T /τ1)
only,

Q̃ = 1

T̃

∫ T̃

0
hext ∂u

∂t̃
dt̃ . (2.14)

In the stochastic case, we need to perform averaging over all
the angular states taking into account the probability of each
of them. And here, the reduced power loss is calculated as
follows:

Q̃ = lim
τ̃→∞

∫ 0

π

dθ

∫ 0

2π

dϕP (θ,ϕ,̃t)
∫ τ̃

0
hext ∂u

∂t̃
dt̃ . (2.15)

Since u is the stochastic function, the integration in Eq. (2.15)
cannot be carried out in a way that is common for regular
functions. The main difficulty here is in the interpretation
of time derivative of u. To avoid this, let us use the well-
known approach of integration by parts

∫ b

a
U (x)V ′(x)dx =

[U (x)V (x)]ba − ∫ b

a
U ′(x)V (x)dx. Then, we neglect the pos-

sible nonlinear effects, such as chaotic [68] or quasiperiodic
[69] modes, which occur in the internal magnetic dynamics in
the fixed particle. From the numerical solution of equations of
motion (2.5) for the noiseless case, and equations of motion
(2.7) for nonzero temperature, the following conclusions can be
done. First, these modes can be generated in a narrow frequency
domain, when � ∼ 1/τ1. Second, in our case the effects caused
by these modes are suppressed by thermal noise on a large
time scale. Therefore, we suppose that [uh]0

T̃ = 0, and for the
further calculations we use the relationship

Q̃ = − lim
τ̃→∞

∫ 0

π

dθ

∫ 0

2π

dϕP (θ,ϕ,̃t)
∫ τ̃

0
u

∂hext

∂t̃
dt̃ . (2.16)

If the probability density P (θ,ϕ,̃t) is the known function of
period T̃ , the integration in Eq. (2.16) can be performed over
this period:

Q̃ = − 1

T̃

∫ 0

π

dθ

∫ 0

2π

dϕP (θ,ϕ,̃t)
∫ T̃

0
u

∂hext

∂t̃
dt̃ . (2.17)

For the numerical simulation, the integration in Eq. (2.16) is
replaced by the summation, and the corresponding difference
scheme is used. Based on the spherical representation of the re-
duced magnetic moment u = ex sin θ cos ϕ + ey sin θ sin ϕ +
ez cos θ and Eq. (2.16), the explicit form of this difference
scheme can be written as

Q̃ = − 1

N1N2

N1N2∑
i=1

[
sin θ (̃ti) cos ϕ(̃ti)

∂hext
x (̃ti)

∂t̃

+ sin θ (̃ti) sin ϕ(̃ti)
∂hext

y (̃ti)

∂t̃

+ cos θ (̃ti)
∂hext

z (̃ti)

∂t̃

]
�̃t, (2.18)

where N1 = T̃ /�̃t is the number of time steps on the external
field period, N2 = T̃sim/T̃ is the number of periods during
which the simulation is carried out, and �̃t is the time
increment, which is constant in the simulation.
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Finally, in the case of the interacting ensemble composed
of N particles and simulated on the basis of Eqs. (2.9), we
need to conduct the additional averaging over all particles in
the ensemble. We update the technique used in Eq. (2.18), and
the resulting expression applied for calculation of the power
loss in the interacting ensemble has the following form:

Q̃ = − 1

N1N2N

N∑
k=1

N1N2∑
i=1

[
sin θk (̃ti) cos ϕk (̃ti)

∂hext
kx (̃ti)

∂t̃

+ sin θk (̃ti) sin ϕk (̃ti)
∂hext

ky (̃ti)

∂t̃

+ cos θ (̃ti)
∂hext

kz (̃ti)

∂t̃

]
�̃t. (2.19)

We suppose that the decrease in the external field energy is
simultaneously compensated from the external field source.
Moreover, we do not take into account the energy increments
arising from the changes of the dipole field hdip

k . The increase
in the energy of the given particle with changing dipole field
is accompanied by the same decrease in the energy of other
particles, which are the sources of this dipole field. In other
words, the dipole field can transfer energy from one particle to
another, but cannot produce the additional power loss.

The details of the numerical calculation in the present paper
are the following. To simulate the single-particle stochastic
dynamics, the system of equations (2.8) was solved by the
second-order Runge-Kutta method with the time quantification
step of �̃t = 0.005T̃ in the range of N2 = 1000 reduced field
periods for each point of the plot. To simulate the behavior
of the interacting ensemble, the system of equations (2.9) was
solved in the same way with the time quantification step of
�̃t = 0.005T̃ in the range of N2 = 1000 reduced field periods
for each point of the plot for an N = 4096 number of particles.
The values of other system parameters are specified below. The
video cards Nvidia GeForce 450 GTS and Nvidia GeForce
650 GTS Ti were used for our simulation. The program code
was realized using the C++ language and Eclipse development
environment.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Single-particle noiseless case

In the simplest case of a diluted ferrofluid, where each
particle is far enough from its neighbors and where the thermal
energy is much smaller than the magnetic one (κ 
 1), the
equations of motion (2.5) can be solved exactly in some
specific cases. These results have a direct practical value.
First, they can be applied to the power loss calculation under
the mentioned circumstances. Second, they establish the limit
values for the stochastic and interacting cases. The last, but not
least, is the methodological relevance of the results obtained.
The presence of the analytical solutions in the simplest case
lets us verify the processing methods of more complicated
cases. Despite that some results for the regular dynamics of
a rigid dipole in a viscous fluid were obtained earlier (see
Refs. [21,27,28]), it is reasonable to systematize and generalize
all of them here.

1. Motion in the linearly polarized field

Let us first consider the action of the linearly polarized
magnetic field. Since, according to (2.2b), this field oscillates
along the z axis only, Eq. (2.5b) in the noiseless case (when
κ → ∞) reduces to ϕ̇ = 0; i.e., the azimuthal angle ϕ does not
depend on time. Substituting (2.2b) into Eq. (2.5a) and using
the condition κ → ∞, we obtain

dθ

dt̃
= −hm sin θ cos(�̃t̃). (3.1)

Equation (3.1) can be integrated directly, yielding

tan(θ/2) = tan(θ0/2) exp

[
−hm

�̃
sin(�̃t̃)

]
, (3.2)

where θ0 is the initial polar angle of the vector u and
hm = Hm/M is the reduced field amplitude. As obvious from
Eq. (3.2), the scale of particle oscillations is very sensitive to the
ratio hm/�̃. When hm/�̃ 
 1, the particle reorientation along
the external field is performed fast enough, and the particle
is practically immobilized during most of the field period.
On the contrary, when hm/�̃ � 1, only small oscillations are
performed around the initial position, which is defined by θ0.

Using (2.14), the average value of the power loss under the
linearly polarized field action can be written in the form

Q̃ = �̃2hm

2π

∫ T̃

0
dt̃ tanh

[
hm

�̃
sin(�̃t̃) − x0

2

]
sin(�̃t̃), (3.3)

where x0 = ln [tan2(θ0/2)] is the constant defined by the initial
state of u. Despite that the exact integration is impossible
here, the value of the power loss given by Eq. (3.3) can
be evaluated approximately in the limits of low and high
frequencies. In particular, ifhm/�̃ 
 1, the power loss exhibits
a linear dependence on the field frequency and amplitude,
Q̃|hm/�̃→∞ → hm�̃/π . Another feature of this asymptotics is
an independence from the initial position of u that is explained
as follows. During the field period, the particle has enough time
to perform two reorientations along with the external magnetic
field (2.2b) from any initial position. Therefore, the stationary
mode is not sensitive to θ0. The high-frequency asymp-
totics (hm/�̃ � 1) does not depend on the field frequency,
Q̃|hm/�̃→0 → (1/2)h2

m cosh−2 x0. The independence from the
frequency can be explained as follows. When the condition
hm/�̃ → 0 holds, the oscillations are small. The power loss is
defined by the oscillation amplitude and frequency. The latter is
equal to the external field frequency, while the former is inverse
to it. And the field frequency increase leads to the proportional
decrease in the u oscillation amplitude that compensates the
power loss increase.

2. Precession in the circularly polarized field

Next, we consider the case of the circularly polarized
magnetic field. Using again the condition κ → ∞ and the
representation (2.2a) for this field, we transform Eqs. (2.5)
into the set of differential equations

dθ

dt̃
= hm cos θ cos(�̃t̃ − ϕ) − h0z sin θ,

dϕ

dt̃
= hm

sin(�̃t̃ − ϕ)

sin θ
, (3.4)
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FIG. 2. Schematic representation of our model in the case of small
oscillations of the single particle. The further analysis is performed in
the primed coordinate system rotated by angles ϕ0, θ0, which define
the initial position of the particle. As an example, the external field
is supposed to be circularly polarized, but the consideration remains
valid for other polarizations.

where h0z = H0z/M . One of the possible modes of motion is
the precession of the vector u along with the external field hext.
In this case, the solution of Eqs. (3.4) is given in the form of
ϕ = ��̃t̃ − � and θ = �. The direct substitution of the last
formulas into Eqs. (3.4) permits us to write the set of algebraical
equations

hm cos � cos � − h0z sin � = 0,

�̃ sin � − hm sin � = 0, (3.5)

the solution of which exhaustively describes the precessional
mode. It is important to note that this mode remains stable,
when h0z �= 0 or when h0z = 0 and hm�̃ < 1. Using Eqs. (3.5)
and Eq. (2.14), the straightforward calculations yield the
following expression for the power loss:

Q̃ = �̃2 sin2 �. (3.6)

If the static field is absent (h0z = 0), then the vector u rotates in
the xy plane and Eq. (3.6) is reduced to Q̃ = �̃2. It is notable
that the power loss here does not depend on the field amplitude
hm.

3. Small oscillations around the initial position of u

Finally, we consider the limit case when the vector u
performs rotational oscillations in a small vicinity around its
initial position defined by the angles θ0 and ϕ0 (see Fig. 2).
This situation takes place for a small enough ratio of the
field amplitude and frequency (hm/�̃ � 1). Then, we suppose
that the external field is defined as Eq. (2.2a), but in addition
we assume that h0z = 0 and −1 < � < 1 which includes the
linear, elliptical, and circular polarization of hext. The solution
of the basic equations (2.4) in the noiseless limit can be found
in the linear approximation. The linearization procedure used
here is similar to that reported in [68] and consists of the
following. We introduce the primed coordinate system x ′y ′z′,
which is rotated by the angles θ0 and ϕ0 with respect to the
laboratory system xyz. In this new coordinate system, the

vector u can be written in the linear approximation as

u = ex ′ux ′ + ey ′uy ′ + ez′ , (3.7)

where ex ′ ,ey ′ ,ez′ are the unit vectors of the coordinate system
x ′y ′z′. The external field hext in the primed coordinate system
x ′y ′z′ can be represented using the known rotation matrix as
follows:

hext ′ = C ·

⎛⎜⎝ hm cos(�̃t̃)

�hm sin(�̃t̃)

0

⎞⎟⎠, (3.8)

C =

⎛⎜⎝cos θ0 cos ϕ0 cos θ0 sin ϕ0 − sin θ0

− sin ϕ0 cos ϕ0 0

sin θ0 cos ϕ0 sin θ0 sin ϕ0 cos θ0

⎞⎟⎠. (3.9)

Substituting Eq. (3.8) into Eq. (2.4) within the assumption that
ux ′ ,uy ′ ∼ hm and neglecting all the terms, which contain hm

in any power greater than one, we derive the linearized system
of equations for u in the form

dux ′

dt̃
= cos θ0 cos ϕ0 cos(�̃t̃) + � cos θ0 sin ϕ0 sin(�̃t̃),

duy ′

dt̃
= − sin ϕ0 cos(�̃t̃) + � cos ϕ0 sin(�̃t̃). (3.10)

Then, we use the standard trigonometric representation of the
solution of Eqs. (3.10),

ux ′ = a cos(�̃t̃) + b sin(�̃t̃),

uy ′ = c cos(�̃t̃) + d sin(�̃t̃). (3.11)

After direct substitution of Eqs. (3.11) into Eqs. (3.10), one
can easily obtain the unknown constants

a = hm�̃−1 sin ϕ0,

b = hm�̃−1 cos θ0 cos ϕ0,

c = −hm�̃−1 cos ϕ0,

d = hm�̃−1 cos θ0 sin ϕ0. (3.12)

And at last, we integrate directly Eq. (2.14) substituting
Eqs. (3.11) and Eqs. (3.12) and obtain the short expression
for the desired power loss [21]:

Q̃ = 1
2h2

mD, (3.13)

where

D = cos2 θ0(cos2 ϕ0 + �2 sin2 ϕ0) + �2 cos2 ϕ0 + sin2 ϕ0.

(3.14)

It is natural that Eq. (3.3) coincides with the high-frequency
asymptotic of Eq. (3.13) up to a constant.

As an intermediate conclusion we want to emphasize that
the results obtained in the dynamical approximation set the
limit values for the power loss derived in other approximations.
But, as will be shown below, these estimations for high
frequencies can have a practical meaning. Then, we need
to underline that the expressions found in the dynamical
approximation depend strongly on the initial conditions for
all cases, excluding the uniform precession mode under the
circularly polarized field action. And the main feature is that
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the frequency behavior of the power loss is not similar to the
analogous one obtained for the case of magnetic dynamics
inside the uniaxial particle, which is fixed rigidly in the solid
matrix [68]. First, for low frequencies the dependencies Q̃(�̃)
are quite different for various types of field polarization. When
the circularly polarized field is applied, then Q̃ = �̃2, while
Q̃ ∼ �̃hm if the linearly polarized field is applied. Second,
for high frequencies Q̃(�̃) demonstrates the same saturated
character for all polarization types and tends to nonzero
constants, but its values for the circularly polarized field are,
at least, two times larger than for the linearly polarized one
depending on the initial position of u.

B. A single particle in the thermal bath

It is obvious that thermal fluctuations blur the rotational
trajectories of the particle and suppress its response to the
external field. This is a reason for the power loss decay with
temperature. And the rate of this decay is of great interest
from both the theoretical and practical viewpoints. To this
end, the direct integration of the equations of motion, which
are stochastic here, is not suitable. Therefore, the analytical
estimations are conducted statistically using the probability
density function and Fokker-Planck formalism; see Eq. (2.6).
Because of the difficulties in the exact integration of Eq. (2.6)
in the case of the time-periodic field action, its solution is
often sought in different approximations, such as the effective
field approximation [25], where the form of the distribution
corresponds to that of the distribution in a static field or to
the steady-state solution in the linear approximation in κ�̃

[63]. It is remarkable that in the case of the linearly polarized
field Eq. (2.2b) action, the Fokker-Planck equation (2.6) can be
found exactly in the form of series [29]. Here we summarize
all the results in the context of the power loss problem and
confirm them numerically based on Eqs. (2.8).

1. Random motion in the linearly polarized field

First let us consider the case in which the external field
oscillates along the z axis; see Eq. (2.2b). For symmetry
reasons, we suppose that the probability density function P

depends on the polar angle θ only. Then, following [29], we
present P in the form of P = P (θ,t̃) = sin θf (t̃) that, in turn,
allows us to transform the Fokker-Planck equation (2.6) into

df

dt̃
= 1

κ

[
1

sin θ

∂

∂θ

(
sin θ

∂f

∂θ
+ f κhm sin2 θ cos(�̃t̃)

)]
.

(3.15)

To simplify the further calculations, we use the designation
cos θ = x. Taking into account the latter, we write finally

df

dt̃
= 1

κ

∂

∂x

[
(1 − x2)

∂f

∂x
− κhm cot(�̃t̃)(1 − x2)f

]
.

(3.16)

We underline that Eq. (3.16) coincides entirely with the
corresponding expression in [29]. Its solution was obtained

by expansion in Legendre polynomials and harmonics:

f =

= 1

2
+

∞∑
�=0

[ ∞∑
n=0

A�n cos(n�̃t̃) +
∞∑

n=0

B�n sin(n�̃t̃)

]
P�(x),

(3.17)

where P�(x) are the Legendre polynomials; n, � are the whole
numbers. Direct substitution of Eq. (3.17) into Eq. (3.16) lets
us to derive the algebraic set of equations, which yields the
unknown coefficients A�n, B�n:

−n�̃A�n =

= 1

κ

[
−�(� + 1)B�n + κhm

2

(
�(� + 1)

2� − 1
(B�−1,n−1

+ B�−1,n+1) − �(� + 1)

2l + 3
(B�+1,n−1+B�+1,n+1)

)]
,

(3.18)

n�̃B�n = 1

κ

[
− �(� + 1)A�n +

+ κhm

2

(
�(� + 1)

2� − 1
[(1 + δn�)A�−1,n−1 + A�−1,n+1]

− �(� + 1)

2� + 3
[(1 + δn�)A�+1,n−1 + A�+1,n+1]

)]
,

(3.19)

when n � 1 or � � 1. Other cases are defined as follows:

A�0 = κhm

2

[
1

2� − 1
A�−1,1 − 1

2� + 3
A�+1,1

]
(3.20)

for � � 1, A00 = 0.5, A0n = 0, B�0 = 0, B0n = 0, and, fi-
nally, A�n = 0, B�n = 0, when � + n is odd.

The power loss �̃ in the case of the linearly polarized field
action was obtained by the direct substitution of Eq. (3.17) [tak-
ing into account that P = P (θ,t̃) = sin θf (t̃)] into Eq. (2.17).
After performing all integration procedures, the ultimate ex-
pression has a rather simple form,

Q̃ = 1
3hm�̃B11, (3.21)

which correlates with the noiseless analog; see the analysis
of Eq. (3.3). The noise influence is hidden in the parameter
B11, which can be analyzed only in a numerical way. As seen
from Fig. 3, the dependencies B11(κ), which were obtained
through the numerical treatment of Eqs. (3.18)–(3.20), are
saturated for large frequencies. Then, for small κ , the values
of B11 increase rapidly at large frequencies, while for large
κ these trends are changed to the opposite. This fact suggests
the advantage of the use of high-frequency fields, when the
temperature is high. Finally, B11(κ) grows with the field
amplitude, especially for big κ . Therefore, the sensitivity of
B11 to κ increases with hm and �̃.

To confirm the analytical findings, the set of simulation runs
has been performed on the basis of the numerical integration
of Eqs. (2.8). As we can see from Fig. 4, the analytical and
numerical results are in good agreement in a wide range of
parameters. Then, the dependencies are qualitatively similar to
the noiseless limit, and the difference decreases with κ . Finally,
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FIG. 3. The numerically obtained dependencies of the coefficient
B11 in Eq. (3.19) on the parameter κ , which represents the relationship
between the magnetic and thermal energies. The saturated character
and complex frequency behavior are in focus.

this difference is more pronounced for small frequencies and
vanishes for large ones.

2. Random precession in the circularly polarized field

In the case of the circularly polarized field action, the
approximate solution of the Fokker-Planck equation (2.6) is
grounded in the synchronous (in the average sense) rotation
of u along with hext [63]. The transition from the azimuthal
angle ϕ to the lag angle ψ = ϕ − �̃t̃ permits us to represent
the steady-state solution Pst of the Fokker-Planck equation
(2.6) as a function of two variables Pst = Pst(θ,ψ). Since
∂Pst/∂t̃ = �̃∂Pst/∂ψ , we can find the equation for the steady-
state probability density Pst directly from Eq. (2.6):

�̃
∂Pst

∂ψ
+ ∂

∂θ

[
hm cos ψ cos θ − hz sin θ + cot θ

κ

]
Pst

+ sin2 θ
∂

∂ψ
hm sin ψPst − 1

κ

∂2Pst

∂θ2
− 1

κ

1

sin2 θ

∂2Pst

∂ψ2
= 0.

(3.22)

Following [63] and assuming that κ�̃ � 1, the steady-state
probability density Pst is represented in the linear approxima-
tion in κ�̃:

Pst = (1 + κ�̃F )P0, (3.23)

where

P0 = 1

Z
sin θ exp[κhm(sin θ cos ψ − hz cos θ )],

Z =
∫ π

0
d�

∫ 2π

0
dψ sin θ exp[κhm(sin θ cos ψ − hz cos θ )].

(3.24)

In what follows, we restrict ourselves to the case in which
hz = 0 and κhm � 1. Then, using Eqs. (3.24) and (3.22), it is
easy to show that in the first-order approximation in κhm the

FIG. 4. The frequency dependencies of the power loss for dif-
ferent values of the relationship between the magnetic and thermal
energies while the linearly polarized field is applied. The value
of the field amplitude is chosen as hm = 0.05. The numerical and
analytical predictions are in good agreement. The saturated character
of the behavior and the correspondence with the noise-free results are
highlighted.

unknown function F is governed by the equation

1

sin θ

∂

∂θ

(
sin θ

∂F

∂θ

)
+ 1

sin2 θ

∂2F

∂ψ2
= −κhm sin θ sin ψ.

(3.25)

The solution of this equation is simple enough:

F = 1
2κhm sin θ sin ψ. (3.26)

Taking into account that up to quadratic order in κhm, the
normalization constant in Eqs. (3.24) can be written as Z =
4π (1 + κ2h2/6) and

P0 = sin θ

4π

[
1 + κhm sin θ cos ψ

− κ2h2
m

6
(1 − 3 sin2 θ cos2 ψ)

]
, (3.27)

from Eq. (3.23) one immediately gets

Pst = sin θ

4π

[
1 + κhm sin θ cos ψ

− κ2h2
m

6
(1 − 3 sin2 θ cos2 ψ)

]
+ 1

8π
κ2hm�̃ sin2 θ sin ψ. (3.28)

Finally, the power loss �̃ in the case of the circularly
polarized field action is also obtained by the direct substitution
of Eq. (3.28) into Eq. (2.17). Finally, we derive the following
formula:

Q̃ = 1
6h2

m�̃2κ2. (3.29)

The main feature of the last expression is in the quadratic
dependence on hm, which is not typical for the noiseless case;
see Eq. (3.6). Then, we must note that the quadratic dependence
on κ that denotes the power loss depends on temperature as
T −2. Here, we underline that Eq. (3.29) is not applicable for
small intensities of thermal noise, when κ 
 1. To verify our
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FIG. 5. The comparison of the analytical and numerical results
while the circularly polarized field is applied. The value of the
relationship between the magnetic and thermal energies is chosen as
κ = 5; the value of the field amplitude is chosen as hm = 0.01. The
theory gives larger values, and the difference increases with frequency.

analytical findings and see the domain of applicability of our
results, the set of simulation runs has been performed on the
basis of the numerical integration of Eq. (2.8). As we can
see from Fig. 5, the analytical and numerical results correlate
well for practically interesting values of the noise intensities
and external field parameters. Thus, for κ = 5 and hm = 0.01,
Eq. (3.29) gives feasible results for the field frequencies up to
�̃ ∼ 0.1. The study of the power loss in the whole acceptable
range of parameters can be performed only numerically. As
expected, when the ratio of the magnetic and thermal energies
κ grows, the power loss tends to the noiseless limit values. As
seen from Fig. 5, for small frequencies the difference between
the power loss values grows nonlinearly on κ . However, this
difference decreases on �̃ and is small enough for �̃ ∼ 1. At
high frequencies Q̃ tends to a constant, which is proportional
to hm in a wide range of κ . Finally, comparing Fig. 6 and
Fig. 4 one can conclude that the dependencies obtained for
the circularly and linearly polarized fields are qualitatively
similar. In accordance with the noiseless results Eq. (3.13),
the high-frequency limit value for the circularly polarized

FIG. 6. The frequency dependencies of the power loss for dif-
ferent values of the relationship between the magnetic and thermal
energies while the circularly polarized field is applied. The value of
the field amplitude is chosen as hm = 0.05. The behavior is similar
to the case of the linearly polarized field action (see Fig. 4), but the
values are approximately two times larger.

(a)

(b)

FIG. 7. The dependencies of the power loss on the field frequency
and the relationship between the magnetic and thermal energies while
the circularly polarized field is applied. Panel (a) demonstrates a
strong nonlinear decrease in the power loss on both parameters, when
the frequency is low (the value of the field frequency is chosen as
�̃ = 0.05). Panel (b) demonstrates a weak dependence of the power
loss on the relationship between the magnetic and thermal energies,
when the frequency is high (the value of the field frequency is chosen
as �̃ = 1).

field is approximately two times larger than for the linearly
polarized one. Here, the twofold difference is actual for the
entire frequency range that is a consequence of the thermal bath
presence and is not typical for the noiseless case. The integrated
results for different κ and hm are illustrated in Fig. 7, where all
mentioned trends and features are shown in one set. As seen
from Fig. 7(a), for small frequencies (�̃ = 0.05 in the figure)
the character of the dependencies is in good agreement with
Eq. (3.29), where the power loss is proportional to κ2 and h2

m.
In contrast, as follows from Fig. 7(b), for large frequencies
(�̃ = 1 in the figure) the dependence on κ becomes weak
enough, while the nonlinear increase on hm remains.
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As a preliminary summary, we want to underline the
following. Thermal fluctuations lead to decay of the power loss,
but the character of the dependencies Q̃(�̃) remains similar to
the noiseless limit. The difference caused by thermal noise
decays on the field frequency. The results presented for the
circularly polarized field correlate qualitatively with the results
obtained in [27,28], while for the linearly polarized field we,
in fact, briefly repeated the results presented in [29]. But we
conducted our investigation for all these cases in a uniform and
rigorous manner, which is based on the Fokker-Planck equation
(2.6) and power loss determination Eq. (2.12) for analytical
estimations. In turn, the explicit form of the Langevin equation
(2.8) is used for the numerical simulation, which gives us a deep
understanding of the role of thermal fluctuations in absorption
of an alternating field by rigid dipoles.

C. Influence of the interparticle interaction

The interparticle interaction can essentially impact the
response to an external field, and accounting for this interaction
is important in view of real ferrofluid applications. Even for
relatively small volume fractions (for example, 1%), due to the
repulsion caused by the surfactant covering of each particle and
the long-range dipole interaction between particles, the behav-
ior of each particle will be different from the single-particle
approximation outlined above. The dipole interaction intends
to join particles into clusters. Such structures are extremely
undesirable for hyperthermia by reason of further metabolism
and excretion. To prevent this clustering, the particles are
coated with a surfactant providing repulsion. Competition
between the above mentioned interactions can modify the
specific power loss of each particle in a wide range, which
is in focus of this section.

The interparticle interaction, by and large, increases the
magnetic energy, and there are two consequences of this fact.
First, the regular component of motion becomes strong due
to the interaction, and the stochastic component, in contrast,
is suppressed. At a glance, such suppression can result in the
power loss increase. Second, the interaction fixes the particle
magnetic moments, and the response to an external field
becomes poor. This trend has led to the power loss decrease that
was observed in recent experiments [12–19]. Nevertheless, the
mentioned experiments do not describe all possible situations
and inspire future experimental and numerical investigations.

As stated above, the interaction leads to the cluster forma-
tion, when strong dipole fields hold each particle that obstructs
further translational and rotational motions. At the same time,
the clusters are an origin of a few phenomena, which modify
essentially the power loss value. First, each particle tries to
reduce its energy and get the equilibrium or quasiequilibrium
state caused by the interaction. In particular, such states are
generated by the dipole field, which tries to align the particle
magnetic moments along the defined directions. Due to thermal
fluctuations, the magnetic moment together with the particle
can perform the transition or switching between these states.
Such switchings change the magnetic alignment in the clusters
and lead to frustrations. Under some circumstances, this
can result in the power loss increase. Second, large enough
fluctuations can destroy the clusters completely and the particle
response to an external field becomes better. Here, the power

FIG. 8. Ensemble simulation results: the frequency dependencies
of the power loss for different values of the particle volume fractions
while the circularly polarized field is applied. The value of the field
amplitude is chosen as hm = 0.05, the value of the relationship
between the magnetic and thermal energies is chosen as κ = 10, the
value of the potential barrier depth is chosen as ε = 0.04, and the
dimensionless equilibrium distance between two particles is chosen
as σ = 2.25. The particles are aggregated into chainlike structures.

loss also increases, and we interpret this as the constructive
role of thermal noise. We have studied in depth all the above
phenomena including the influence of the system parameters
on their conditions of occurrence. In this regard, the volume
fraction, noise intensity, and surfactant characterizations are
the most interesting.

To explain the mentioned phenomena, let us consider the
mechanisms of cluster formation in detail. From a position
of the minimal magnetostatic energy, the particles should be
closer to each other. Also, the magnetic moment of each
particle should be directed along the resulting dipole field,
which is generated by other particles. Since the magnetic lines
of force are closed curves, two trends take place. First, the par-
ticle magnetic moments try to be aligned along one direction,
and this leads to the chainlike cluster formation. Second, the
chain fragments tend to be arranged in the antiparallel way
and attract each other forming the antiferromagnetic structure.
To prevent such agglomeration, each particle is covered with
a special surfactant, which provides steric repulsion. The
competition between the dipole attraction and steric repulsion
can lead to quite different results. We need to underline that
since the magnitude of magnetization is important for the
performance of the hyperthermia method, it is reasonable to
synthesize particles with magnetization as large as possible. As
a consequence, the intensity of the dipole interaction should
increase, and the clusters will become denser. Therefore, the
actuality of interaction accounting will become larger.

Various system parameters influence the cluster formation
process differently, and this impact can be ambiguous. As a
rule, increase in the volume fraction leads to particle agglom-
eration that, in turn, results in the power loss decrease (see
Fig. 8). We tend to explain this by different cluster types.
When the volume fraction is small, the chainlike structures
are formed. The particles in such structures interact weakly;
therefore, they are more sensitive to an external field. For a
larger volume fraction, the short chain fragments join each
other forming denser structures with stronger interaction. And
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FIG. 9. Ensemble simulation results: the frequency dependencies
of the power loss for different values of the particle volume fractions
while the circularly polarized field is applied. The value of the field
amplitude is chosen as hm = 0.05, the value of the relationship
between the magnetic and thermal energies is chosen as κ = 25, the
value of the potential barrier depth is chosen as ε = 0.04, and the
dimensionless equilibrium distance between two particles is chosen as
σ = 2.25. The particles are aggregated into dense clusters consisting
of chain fragments.

these aggregated structures have a weak response to an external
field. But there are some exceptions from this trend. First,
when the noise intensity is small enough, the role of the
particle concentration can be negligible. This happens because
the formed clusters for different volume fractions have a
similar structure and remain stable. Second, the power loss
can increase with the volume fraction, as seen from Fig. 9,
for the following reasons. When the interparticle interaction
in the clusters is strong, remagnetization of the whole cluster
requires a stronger field, and, as a consequence, the hysteresis
loop widens. This is confirmed by the fact that the curve for 5%
in Fig. 9 exceeds the curve for 3%. This effect disappears for
larger frequencies, when the clusters do not reverse completely
during the field period. Here, strong interaction suppresses
the response of each particle, and, on the contrary, the power
loss becomes smaller in comparison with the case of lower
volume fractions. The ambiguous character of the power loss
dependence on the particle concentration has an experimental
confirmation in the measurement of the specific absorbtion
rate of the iron oxide nanoparticles, dispersed in agar [70] (see
Fig. 4, page 3, of this reference).

Thermal fluctuations break the order with increasing tem-
perature, and this can affect the ferrofluid response differently.
A very interesting effect occurs under some circumstances,
when the magnetic energy of a particle is larger than the thermal
one, but not so large to exclude the essential fluctuations during
the field period. In this case, each particle in a cluster is in the
quasiequilibrium state provided by the resulting dipole field.
The particle magnetic moment fluctuates most of the time
in the vicinity of one of these states. Due to rare but strong
fluctuations, the particle can transit from one state to another.
Such phenomenon is similar to the relaxation of the magnetic
moment in the fixed uniaxial particle described in [71] or to
the field-induced switching in the same particle considered in
[72]. The transition process proceeds fast enough, but during
it each particle is frustrated and characterized by a high energy

FIG. 10. Ensemble simulation results: the frequency dependen-
cies of the power loss for different values of the relationship between
the magnetic and thermal energies while the circularly polarized field
is applied. The value of the field amplitude is chosen as hm = 0.05,
the value of the volume fraction is chosen as 1%, the value of the
potential barrier depth is chosen as ε = 0.04, and the dimensionless
equilibrium distance between two particles is chosen as σ = 2.25.
The origin of the unusual curve behavior for κ = 25 consists of the
particle switchings between the quasiequilibrium states, which are
constituted by the local dipole fields.

in an external field. Generally, this leads to the power loss
increase, especially for high frequencies, when the time of
one transition becomes comparable with the field period. Such
increment of the energy dissipation requires a number of
conditions, since many factors impact the ratio between the
thermal and deterministic energies, namely, noise intensity,
surfactant parameters, and cluster types. In Fig. 10, the power
loss increase by thermal fluctuations is reflected in the behavior
of the curve for κ = 25. As seen, the curves for κ = 25 and
κ = 40 coincide for small frequencies. But while the frequency
increases, the difference between the curves for κ = 25 and
κ = 40 becomes larger. As expected, for frequencies more
than �̃ = 5 the power loss values for κ = 25 will be larger
even than for κ = 10. In this sense, this effect can be more
productive than the cluster decomposition described below.

Despite that the noise suppresses the response of each
particle to an external field, for the interacting ensemble it can
lead to quite different results. The particles in dense clusters
are strongly bonded and weakly exposed to an external field.
But if the thermal energy is comparable with the magnetic one,
thermal fluctuations make the particles free, which completely
prevents the cluster formation. In this way, thermal fluctuations
increase the particle response to an external periodic field and,
correspondingly, the energy absorbed from this field. We tend
to interpret this as the constructive role of noise. The results of
the set of simulations confirming this phenomenon are depicted
in Fig. 11. First, for large noise intensities (κ = 10) the particle
aggregation does not occur, and the phenomenon is extremely
pronounced. Second, for smaller noise intensities the clusters,
nevertheless, are partially formed, but they can be destructed
depending on other parameters. As seen, at low frequencies
the curve for κ = 25 almost coincides with the curve for
κ = 40, and both of them are located far above the curve for
κ = 10. In both these cases, similar clusters are formed, and
they are not completely broken by thermal noise. But for high
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FIG. 11. Ensemble simulation results: the frequency dependen-
cies of the power loss for different values of the relationship between
the magnetic and thermal energies while the circularly polarized field
is applied. The value of the field amplitude is chosen as hm = 0.05,
the value of the volume fraction is chosen as 3%, the value of the
potential barrier depth is chosen as ε = 0.02, and the dimensionless
equilibrium distance between two particles is chosen as σ = 2.25.
The curve positions suggest that the clusters are broken completely,
when the noise intensity increases.

frequencies, when the field-induced oscillations of the particles
promote the destruction of clusters, the differences between the
mentioned curves increases. In summary, we point out that the
inter-particle interaction as well as thermal noise suppresses the
particle response to an external field. At the same time, both
these factors can compete with each other, and the resulting
power loss in a periodic external field can vary widely. The
cluster formation due to the dipole interaction with further
cluster transformations and destruction due to the thermal
bath and external periodic field actions plays the crucial role
here. The main practical result is that the temperature increase
promotes the energy absorbtion. There are two reasons for this:
the switchings of the particles in clusters due to fluctuations
that temporary frustrate the magnetic order, and the complete
decomposition of the clusters by noise that increases the
particle response to an external field.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We present a comprehensive study of the interaction of
identical spherical uniform particles of magnetization M ,
which are placed in a fluid of viscosity η, with a time-periodic
external magnetic field of amplitude Hm and frequency �.
We imply that the magnetization is locked in the crystal
lattice by high magnetic anisotropy. This approach is also the
so-called rigid dipole model. The main efforts are devoted to
the environmental heating that is a result of the interaction
of the external field with the particles. We characterize this
heating by the dimensionless power loss Q̃. The investigation
is conducted in three stages. First, we have performed the
consideration of the single-particle noise-free or dynamical
approximation. Second, we have accounted both the external
field and thermal bath using the Langevin and Fokker-Planck
equations. Finally, the interparticle interaction effects have
been investigated numerically using the Barnes-Hut algorithm
[59] and CUDA technology [60]. We summarize our findings
as follows.

In the dynamical approximation, the dependencies Q̃(�̃) at
�̃ � 1 are quite different depending on the external field polar-
ization type. This occurs because the rotational trajectories of
the particle and its response to the external fields with various
polarizations are different enough for low frequencies. Thus,
Q̃ = �̃2 (the dependence on the field amplitude is absent) for
the circularly polarized field and Q̃ ∼ �̃hm for the linearly
polarized one. This is a purely dynamical effect, and since it
is not observed in the presence of the thermal bath, there is no
reason to speak about its practical meaning.

The dependencies Q̃(�̃) have a saturated character and
at �̃ � 1 tend to the constant, which is proportional to h2

m.
The values of Q̃ for the circularly polarized field are, at
least, two times bigger than for the linearly polarized one.
In contrast to the low-frequency case, the main trends here
remain, when thermal fluctuations are present. Therefore, the
results of the dynamical approximation for high frequencies
of the external field can be applicable to a real particle in a
fluid.

Thermal fluctuations reduce the power loss in a nonlinear
way at small frequencies. Thus, for the circularly polarized
external field this reduction is realized as κ2 (κ is the relation-
ship between the magnetic and thermal energies), when the
conditions κhm � 1, κ�̃ � 1 hold. At the same time, for large
enough frequencies (�̃ ∼ 1), the difference between the power
loss values at various noise intensities, which is defined by κ ,
becomes less pronounced. Finally, when �̃ � 1, the results are
almost indistinguishable from the dynamical approximation in
a wide range of κ . This behavior needs to be accounted for to
improve the performance of the magnetic fluid hyperthermia
method.

The power loss values for the circularly polarized field
exceed by about two times the values for the linearly polarized
one in the whole frequency range. This is obvious for the
quasiequilibrium approximation described in [11] and follows
from our analysis of the noise-free limit for high frequencies.
But it is rather unexpected in light of low-frequency behavior
in the dynamical approximation described above. This fact
suggests that thermal fluctuations change qualitatively the
particle behavior.

The interaction between the particles has a strong impact on
the ensemble susceptibility to the external periodic fields. Be-
cause of the cluster formation, each particle is under the action
of the strong enough resulting dipole field that complicates
its response. Evidently, this results in a considerable decay
of the power loss that is in agreement with the experiments.
At the same time, the different cluster types are possible, and
even small changes of the field, particle, or fluid parameters
can cause a quite different structure of the ensemble. These
effects are especially clear for low frequencies, when the
clusters inverse their magnetization completely during the field
period. This leads to the strong difference between the Q̃

values in comparison with the results of the single-particle
case. This difference reduces with the field frequency, since
for high frequencies each particle performs oscillations around
its initial position without full inversion of the magnetization.
Therefore, the interaction impact is not critical, when �̃ 
 1,
excluding the specific situation described below.

However, the interparticle interaction and thermal noise are
the competing factors. We have revealed two situations, when
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thermal noise leads to the power loss increase in the presence of
interparticle interaction. We associate these phenomena with
the constructive role of noise. In both mentioned cases, the
resulting values of Q̃ can be almost equal to the value for the
single-particle approximation. The first of them occurs when
the noise intensity is large. The clusters are destroyed here
which results in the Q̃ increase as a consequence of the better
response of the particles to the external field. And under certain
other conditions, larger noise intensity corresponds to larger
power loss values. The second of them occurs when the noise
intensity is not so large, and the magnetic energy is comparable
with the thermal one. Here, the fluctuations partially blur the
particle order in the clusters which also leads to the significant
increase in Q̃ for high field frequencies. We have explained this

by rare switchings of the particles in the clusters between the
quasiequilibrium states formed by the resulting dipole fields.
The switching process is performed through the frustrated
states characterized by high energies. Exactly the high energy
consumption in these mentioned states causes the observed
increase in the power loss.
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